Overview

Schlage® multi-technology readers are designed to simplify your access control solutions and allow a transition from existing population proximity or magnetic stripe to more secure encrypted card technology at your own pace—without having to change readers as new technologies are available. Five available models to fit any need and works with multiple form factors including wristbands, cards, fobs and tags.

- MT11: Mullion mount multi-technology reader
- MT15: Single gang mount multi-technology reader
- MTK15: Single gang mount multi-technology reader with keypad reader
- MTMS15: Single gang mount multi-technology reader with magnetic stripe reader
- MTMSK15: Single gang mount multi-technology reader with magnetic stripe reader and keypad

Features and benefits

Schlage multi-technology readers contain both 125 kHz proximity and 13.56 MHz contactless smart card capability in one-unit handling multiple formats simultaneously. Wiegand and RS-485 output available for simple interface with most access control panels.

- Compatible with NFC-enabled mobile devices
- Limited lifetime warranty
- Accommodates interior, exterior, metal and non-metal installation environments
- Quick-connect cable allows for easy installation
- Easy-to-install mounting bracket
- Available finishes include: Black (standard), cool-tone gray, cream and warm-tone brown
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